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the global cyber- vulnerability report - the global cyber-vulnerability report v.s. subrahmanian university
of maryland . vs@cs.umd @vssubrah . parts of this talk are joint work with he global cyber- vulnerability
report (in-brief) - page 4 global cyber-vulnerability report report though many reports assert that the usa is
the most heavily attacked nation in the world, these reports do not consider the paradox of public awareness
and the fact that in the 44 countries we studied, the number of hosts in the us that are monitored by anti-virus
engines and security programs was 3-440 times the number in the other 43 countries ... 2017 global cyber
attack trends report - checkpoint - the check point cyber attack trends report provides a comprehensive
overview of the malware landscape in the top categories of ransomware, banking and mobile threats, based on
threat intelligence data drawn from 2018 sonicwall cyber threat report - of a global cyber arms race,”
conner said. “the risks to business, privacy and related data grow by the day — so much so that cybersecurity
is outranking some of the more traditional business risks and concerns.” this position is supported by the world
economic forum (wef) global risks report 2018,v which found that many of the unexpected costs from 2017
came from cyberattacks. “the ... 2019 vulnerability statistics report - edgescan - edgescan vulnerability
stats report. this report aims to demonstrate the state of full stack security based on edgescan data for 2018.
the edgescan report has become a reliable source for truly representing the global state of cyber security. this
year we took a deeper look at vulnerability metrics from a known vulnerability (cve) and visibility standpoint.
we still see high rates of known ... 2q2017 global cyber - new dawn risk - 2q2017 global cyber newsletter /
transre africa, asia paciﬁc al jazeera a ©ack al jazeera, the qatar based broadcaster was the victim of a cyber
attack against its systems, websites and global cyber - transre - a cyber breach at italy’s top bank exposed
the records of 400,000 accounts, and hackers appear to have captured personal and loan data, as well as
some international bank account numbers. global navigation space systems: reliance and
vulnerabilities - global positioning system (gps) and other global navigation satellite systems (gnss) has
meant that their use as primary sources of data can be found in an increasing number of products and
services. pwc’s global economic crime survey 2018: uk findings - experiencing cyber attacks in the past
two years. our survey showed that cybercrime is the most commonly experienced fraud, overtaken by asset
misappropriation for the first time. yet we have also seen increases in the number of organisations reporting
other types of fraud, notably bribery and corruption and procurement fraud, despite the overall level of uk
businesses experiencing fraud ...
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